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Writing this eBook is my first shot at online business!
I made a pact to only engage in business ideas that provide mega value while
doing something that I enjoy. My intent is not to worry much about the return for
providing this value, and to trust that money will follow in time.
I graduated the University of Saskatchewan in 2001 with a degree in Mechanical
Engineering. In 2003, I took two weeks off to prepare for my PPE exam – two
weeks of my hard earned vacation time !. I started by ordering the material
and simply making study notes of that material. It wasn’t until I was 60% of the
way through the material that I realized I should be making study notes on the
supplied syllabus. I cannot tell you how much time I wasted making study
notes of the OH&S manual and the CIPO documents only the find out they
were worth less than 5% of the exam. Super Disappointed!!
My goals are to make this exam experience as quick and painless as possible for
you. There is no reason you cannot get through the material in a weekend.
DO NOT take two weeks off to study as I did. DO NOT make study notes on the
material, follow the syllabus. In fact do not make study notes at all as they have
been carefully prepared for you in my eBook The Fast Track Guide to the
Professional Practice Exam. Also utilize this free eBook, Multiple Choice
Sample Exam to ensure your passing grade.
I thank all of you that have supported me thus far in creating these eBooks and
this business adventure – I truly appreciate your help. To those aspiring
Professional Engineers and Geoscientists kind enough to send feedback – I
cannot thank you enough.
If at any point you have questions related
to these eBooks or the PPE exam please
don’t hesitate to contact me.
mike@ppehq.com
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Sample Exam Questions & Answers
QUESTION: If your employer is disposing of waste material in the
Saskatchewan River. There are no specific regulations or regulators against the
practice; however, you feel this is placing the environment, and possibly the
public, at risk. What is the first step your Association would advise you to take?
a. Blow the whistle on your employer
b. Report the concern to your Department Manager
c. Report your employer to your Association
d. Report your Employer to the legal authority

ANSWER: The most correct answer is to Report the concern to your
Department Manager. How do we know this is most correct? This sort of
dilemma doesn’t really have a correct answer unless details are specified. The
details specified are, What is the first step.,. It is always best to attempt to sort
out ethical dilemmas with discussion and information gathering as a first step.
Therefore, Blowing the whistle, reporting your employer to your
Association, or the legal authority are not correct first steps.

Red Hot Exam Tip : Often times it is very difficult to determine the correct
action to take in an ethical dilemma. Look for specific details that help you
clarify the path such as “first step” or “last resort”.
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QUESTION: Your organization manages a process in which hazardous
chemicals may be leached into the soil of a nearby town due to the improper
practices by the Operations team, against the Operations Manual. As a
Professional Member of your Association and the Chief Engineer of the
organization your protests have been ignored. Your resultant actions should:
a. Ensure the Operational Manual is updated and distribute it to the
organization in order to protect the public
b. Once again demand that the Operations Manager follows the Operational
Manual
c. Report the problem up the “chain of command” and let management
correct the problem as they have the power and are criminally responsible
d. Consult your Association for guidance
e. Report the repeated infractions to the appropriate governing body that will
ensure the infractions stop

ANSWER: The correct answer is to take it to the level needed to stop the
infractions – Report the repeated infractions to the appropriate governing
body. This is a good question to show that we are looking for the most correct
answer. We are not saying you should run and blow the whistle instantly. You
should take the appropriate steps first which typically include updating and
educating as in and also talking to the Operational team and reporting it to senior
management and even asking your association for guidance. However this
question clarifies the dilemma by stating, your protests have been ignored.
Therefore only one option brings the problem to an end and is therefore most
correct.
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QUESTION: If you are working in a foreign country where bribery is a cultural
norm, but illegal, what is the reason you should not participate in such activities:
a. It will hike up the project costs
b. It is unethical
c. It is against your company policy

ANSWER: The correct answer is that it is unethical to take bribes.
Red Hot Exam Tip : “Should I base my ethics on the culture that I am
practicing in?” A valid question and very few would be able to answer.
However, the question is worded: what is the reason you should not
participate – which clarifies the moral dilmma to make the question quite
simple. You simply need to state why you shouldn’t participate. Always look
for the clarifiying details !!!

QUESTION: According to most Provincial and Territorial Acts what is an
example of conduct that would result in Discipline?
a. A Petroleum Engineer signing and stamping, but not dating, construction
drawings for a concrete structure.
b. A janitor with a business card entitled, Janitorial Engineer
c. An unregistered Engineering new grad with the title Engineer in Training
d. A Military Engineer designing a temporary bridge structure for the 2013
Alberta Floods.

ANSWER: The correct answer is a Petroleum Engineering signing and
stamping …
Red Hot Exam Tip : It is critical to recall that Enforcement involves the non
licensed and Discipline involves the licensed. Thus, Discipline would not
involve a janitor, nor an unregistered new grad, nor a Military Engineer. The
only remaining answer is then the Petroleum Engineer.
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QUESTION: You have just graduated from the University of British Columbia
with a degree in Geology. What designations can you use after your name on a
business card:
a. G.I.T or Geophysicist in Training
b. Geoscientist
c. Graduate Geophysicist
d. UBC Graduate

ANSWER: A pretty simple question since we know that you cannot use any
protected titles relating to Geophysicist without being registered with the
appropriate Association. The correct answer is UBC Graduate, as it is not
protected.

QUESTION: Who is in violation of the Act if an unlicensed person is knowingly
contracted to perform services of a Professional Engineer:
a. The unlicensed contractor
b. Both the unlicensed contractor and the organization requiring services
c. The organization requiring services
d. The Association

ANSWER: Both the unlicensed contractor and the organization requiring
services is in violation of the act.
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QUESTION: If involved in a potential conflict of interest, the Professional
Engineer’s best practice is to:
a. Ensure all parties are aware of the potential for a conflict of interest
b. Ensure full disclosure and abstain from action resulting in personal gain
c. Decline the work
d. Report the conflict to the Association

ANSWER: A Professional Engineer can avoid a conflict of interest by ensuring
all parties are aware (full disclosure) and by avoiding decisions resulting in
personal gain.
Red Hot Exam Tip It is not enough to simply report or disclose a potential
conflict of interest and it’s not in the Engineer’s best interest to decline the
work.

QUESTION: When asked to provide a reduced fee for a very similar design the
Consulting Engineer should:
a. Offer a substantial discount as minimal work is required
b. Offer a small time saving discount, as the knowledge, qualifications and
responsibility, remain the same.
c. Refuse the work as a potential conflict of interest
d. Charge more for the work as the previous customer has tested the design.

ANSWER: The most correct answer is to realize that the worth the Consulting
Engineer provides is more than simply time and in fact the knowledge,
qualifications and responsibility remains the same. To charge more is also
feasible; but less correct since no further value by the Engineer has been
provided. To offer a substantial discount is simply wrong and ignoring the
Engineers value.
!
!
!
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Final Words
I trust these exam questions have helped hone your ninja like exam skills. There
is far more information than we can cover in a small eBook such as this. I have
gone into far more depth and simplified the studying process for you greatly in
my eBook, The Fast Track Guide to the Professional Practice Exam,
available at www.ppehq.com.
Contact me anytime at Mike@ppehq.com and best wishes with your exam.

!
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